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Girls belong in schools.
Girls belong in universities.
Girls belong in hospitals.
Girls belong in courts.
Girls belong in construction.
Girls belong in business.
Girls belong in keeping the community safe.
Girls belong in the sky.
Girls belong on the sea.
Girls belong in government.
Girls belong in laboratories.
Girls belong in sports.
Girls belong in the arts.
Girls belong in homes.
Girls belong everywhere they want to be.
You can use these questions to talk about this book with your family, friends and teachers.

What did you learn from this book?

Describe this book in one word. Funny? Scary? Colourful? Interesting?

How did this book make you feel when you finished reading it?

What was your favourite part of this book?
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We have hundreds more expertly curated original stories to choose from.

We work in partnership with authors, educators, cultural advisors, governments and NGOs to bring the joy of reading to children everywhere.
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